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Abstract: In Computational Learning Theory, a (0,1)-matrix is interpreted as a
concept class; every column corresponds to an element of an instance set, and
every row corresponds to a concept, i.e., a subset of the instance set. Learning
a concept means to identify or approximate a row of the matrix from partial
information about that row. Each entry in a row is called a labelled example
for the corresponding concept. An important combinatorial parameter expressing
the complexity of learning a concept class is the Vapnik-Chervonenkis Dimension
(VCD), which has been studied in various subfields of Mathematics and Statis-
tics.

In this context, a sample compression scheme (SCS) is an algorithm for “en-
coding” a set of labelled examples for a concept in a small subset of examples.
The long-standing open sample compression conjecture states that, for any con-
cept class C of VCD d, there is an SCS in which sets of labelled examples are
compressed to subsets of size at most d. We show that every order over C induces
a special type of SCS for C, which we call order compression scheme (OCS). It
turns out that OCSs can compress to sets of size at most d for many types of
concept classes, in particular in most cases for which the sample compression
conjecture is known to be true. Since OCSs are much simpler than SCSs in
general, their study seems to be a promising step towards resolving the sample
compression conjecture. We reveal a number of fundamental properties of OCSs
that are helpful in such a study. In particular, OCSs exhibit interesting graph-
theoretic properties.
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